I move to amend HB4161 Of the printed Bill
Page __________ Section __________ Lines __________ Of the Engrossed Bill

By striking the Title, the Enacting Clause, the entire bill, and by inserting in lieu thereof the following language:

AMEND TITLE TO CONFORM TO AMENDMENTS

Adopted: _____________________________ Amendment submitted by: Kevin Wallace

______________________________
Reading Clerk
STATE OF OKLAHOMA  

2nd Session of the 57th Legislature (2020)  

PROPOSED COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE  
FOR  
HOUSE BILL NO. 4161  
By: Wallace and Hilbert of the House  
and  
Thompson and Rader of the Senate  

PROPOSED COMMITTEE SUBSTITUTE  

An Act relating to the Department of Public Safety; directing the completion and implementation of duties related to REAL ID by certain date; and authorizing certain expenditures for certain purposes.  

BE IT ENACTED BY THE PEOPLE OF THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA:  

SECTION 1. The Department of Public Safety is hereby directed to complete and implement fully all duties related to REAL ID no later than June 30, 2021.  

SECTION 2. From the funds appropriated to the Department of Public Safety in Sections 113 through 117 of Enrolled Senate Bill No. 1922 of the 2nd Session of the 57th Oklahoma Legislature, the Department of Public Safety is hereby authorized to expend One Million Two Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars ($1,250,000.00) for any
necessary expenditures, including, but not limited to, equipment related to 911 services on Oklahoma turnpikes.

SECTION 3. From the funds appropriated to the Department of Public Safety in Sections 113 through 117 of Enrolled Senate Bill No. 1922 of the 2nd Session of the 57th Oklahoma Legislature, or any other available funds, the Department of Public Safety is hereby authorized to hold a trooper academy.

SECTION 4. From the funds appropriated to the Department of Public Safety in Sections 113 through 117 of Enrolled Senate Bill No. 1922 of the 2nd Session of the 57th Oklahoma Legislature, the Department of Public Safety is hereby directed to expend Three Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000.00) for the implementation of a medical marijuana pilot program.
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